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Synopsis 

The effect of ionic strength on the structure and rheological properties of nanoclay-gelatin 

shear-thinning biomaterials (STBs) is investigated. A fundamental insight into nanoclay-

polymer interactions in physiological environments is provided to design clay-based biomaterials 

for biomedical applications.  
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Abstract 

Nanoclay-polymer shear-thinning composites are designed for a broad range of biomedical 

applications, including tissue engineering, drug delivery, and additive biomanufacturing. Despite 

the advances in clay-polymer injectable nanocomposites, colloidal properties of layered silicates 

are not fully considered in evaluating the in vitro performance of shear-thinning biomaterials 

(STBs). Here, as a model system, we investigate the effect of ions on the rheological properties 

and injectability of nanoclay-protein hydrogels to understand their behavior when prepared in 

physiological media. In particular, we study the effect of sodium chloride (NaCl) and calcium 

chloride (CaCl2), common salts in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and cell culture media (e.g., 

Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium, DMEM), on the structural organization of nanoclay 

(Laponite XLG-XR, a hydrous lithium magnesium sodium silicate)-polymer composites, 

responsible for the shear-thinning properties and injectability of STBs. We show that the 

formation of nanoclay-polymer aggregates due to the ion-induced shrinkage of diffuse double 

layer and eventually the liquid-solid phase separation decrease the resistance of STB against 

elastic deformation, decreasing the yield stress. Accordingly, the stress corresponding to the 

onset of structural breakdown (yield zone) is regulated by the ion type and concentration. These 

results are independent of the STB composition and can directly be translated into the 

physiological conditions: in the presence of salts, exfoliated nanoclay-based hydrogels undergo 

visually undetectable aggregation upon mixing with gelatin, resulting in heterogeneous 

hydrogels that phase separate under stress. This work provides fundamental insights into 

nanoclay-polymer interactions in physiological environments, paving the way for designing clay-

based injectable biomaterials.   
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Introduction 

Designing nanoengineered materials with unique physical and chemical properties for 

biomedicine,
1–3

 tissue engineering and regenerative medicine,
4,5

 drug delivery,
6–9

 and 

translational medicine
10

 relies on taking advantage of, often unprecedented, small-scale structural 

features. Newly-emerged biomaterials with nanoengineered rheological properties provide 

injectable platforms
11,12

 for minimizing surgical complications while setting the stage for 

minimally-invasive procedures and, potentially, a variety of bench-to-bed-side translational 

applications, addressing unmet clinical challenges.
 
As an example, we have recently developed 

an injectable shear thinning biomaterial (STB) for endovascular embolization
13

 and hemorrhage 

treatment.
14

 Despite the promising performance of STB as an embolic agent, little is known 

about the effect of physiological media during the fabrication process on the properties of these 

polymer nanocomposites.  

The STB consists of Laponite XLG-XR (nanosized lithium magnesium sodium silicate) and 

gelatin (denatured collagen). Laponite is a two-dimensional (2D) disc-shaped nanoparticle with a 

thickness ~ 1 nm and diameter ~ 20−50 nm.
15,16

 Properties, such as excellent biocompatibility, 

facile gel formation, high surface area (> 350 m
2
 g

−1
), and degradation into non-toxic products, 

i.e., sodium ions (Na
+
), magnesium ions (Mg

2+
), silicic acid (H4SiO4), and lithium ions (Li

+
) 

have made Laponite an attractive candidate for biomedical applications,
17

 including drug 

delivery,
18

 tissue adhesives,
19

 tissue engineering
20,21

 and additive manufacturing.
22

  

The surface of Laponite particles are negatively charged, while the edges bear positive charges, 

providing edge-rim electrostatic attraction, which results in a physical, reversible edge-rim 

binding. This unique feature allows Laponite dispersions to attain a shear-thinning behavior in 

which the colloidal network is temporarily destructed under an external shear, and upon the 

elimination of shear, it is reconstructed.
23

 To date, understanding the structural dynamics and 

aging,
24–27

 as well as the rheological properties of Laponite-based systems have been the focus of 

research.
26,28–33

 Depending on the pH, H
+
 or OH

-
 may dissociate from the nanoclay edge.

33
 

Dissociation of H
+
 from the edge occurs beyond the point of zero charge pH (isoelectric point, 

pH ~ 11 for Mg-OH),
34

 resulting in completely negatively charged particles. Below the 

isoelectric pH, the nanoclay releases OH
−
, increasing pH. Moreover, Mg

2+
 on the Laponite may 

leach into the solution at pH<9, resulting in nanoparticle dissolution.
35,36
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When the exfoliated nanoclay is mixed with gelatin (partially hydrolyzed collagen, bearing 

positively and negatively charged moieties), a strong electrostatic attraction between the polymer 

and nanoparticles results in the formation of a physically crosslinked hydrogel.
37

 The presence of 

ions in the solution may result in shielding the surface charge of Laponite nanoparticles, which 

impairs the self-assembly of nanodiscs into a “house-of-cards” structure. Additionally, the ratio 

between Laponite and polymer is important to prevent the formation of a coacervate solution 

wherein a colloid-rich phase is separated from the dispersion.
38

 Despite the focus on the colloidal 

behavior of nanoclay in aqueous media, little effort is devoted to understand the key properties of 

polymer-nanoclay composite hydrogels prepared in the physiologically relevant media.  

In this study, to shed light on the STB behavior in physiological media, we investigate the effect 

of common monovalent and divalent ions in PBS and cell culture media, namely NaCl and 

CaCl2, on the structural and rheological properties of Laponite-gelatin shear-thinning 

biomaterials. We provide fundamental insights into the STB behavior when the fully exfoliated 

Laponite gel is mixed with gelatin in water, sodium chloride (NaCl), calcium chloride (CaCl2), 

phosphate buffered saline (PBS), and cell culture medium (DMEM), resulting in distinct 

structural and physical properties. We will systematically show that ions, regardless of STB 

composition, result in heterogeneous gels, leading to phase separation upon applying a high 

shear. We anticipate that the fundamental aspects of gelatin-Laponite interactions in 

physiological media will lead to better understanding and fabrication of nanoclay-polymer shear-

thinning biomaterials, suitable for a wide range of biomedical applications.   

Materials and Methods  

Materials 

Laponite XLG-XR was purchased from BYK USA INC. Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and 

Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) were provided by ThermoFisher Scientific. 

Gelatin Type A, 300 G, Bloom G1890, sodium chloride, and calcium chloride were supplied by 

Sigma Aldrich.  

Methods 

Sample preparation for rheology: To prepare Laponite 6%-gelatin 1% shear-thinning 

biomaterials, gelatin 0.1 g was transferred to a centrifuge tube (10 mL), containing 5 mL of a 
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desired medium (Milli-Q water, NaCl solution, CaCl2 solution, PBS, or DMEM), followed by 

incubation at 37
o
C until it fully dissolved. In parallel, Laponite (0.6 g) was added to a centrifuge 

tube (10 mL) containing cold Milli-Q water (5 mL, 4
o
C), followed by immediate vortexing (~ 15 

min) until a transparent gel was formed (self-regulated pH ~ 10, no buffer was used). 

Afterwards, 3.0 g gelatin (2 wt%) and 3.0 g nanoclay gel (12 wt%) were added to a falcon tube 

and immediately vortexed to solidify (~ 15 min). Subsequently, the material was incubated for 

10 min at 37
o
C and then cooled down to room temperature for 30 min prior measurements. Other 

STB compositions were prepared similarly.  

Sample preparation for dynamic light scattering (DLS): Laponite with a desired 

concentration was added to cold Milli-Q water (4°C) and immediately vortexed until a 

transparent homogenous dispersion was obtained. In parallel, the gelatin with a desired 

concentration was added to the medium and incubated at 37
o
C until fully dissolved. 

Subsequently, equal amounts of Laponite dispersions and gelatin solutions were mixed and 

vortexed for 1 minutes, prior measurements.  

DLS analysis: The hydrodynamic size and ζ-potential of silicate nanoplatelets and the 

dispersions of silicate and gelatin were determined in ultrapure water (Milli-Q), PBS (pH = 7.4) 

and DMEM (pH = 7.4) using Zetasizer Nano series (Malvern Instruments). The samples were 

characterized immediately after preparation by placing them in a capillary cell (Disposable 

folded capillary cell DTS1070). All measurements were conducted at 25
o
C in, at least, three 

replicates. 

Oscillatory shear rheology: Rheological properties of STBs prepared in various media were 

characterized with an AR-G2 Rheometer (TA Instruments). Viscoelastic moduli were registered 

using a cone and plate geometry (20 mm or 40 mm diameter, 1° or 2° cone angle, respectively) 

with a truncation gap ~ 56 µm. Samples were loaded to the plate and allowed to equilibrate for 2 

minutes. Oscillatory stress sweep was conducted at ~ 0.1-1000 Pa under an oscillatory frequency 

~ 1 Hz, and oscillatory frequency sweep was performed at 0.1-100 Hz under an oscillatory stress 

~ 10 Pa for all samples at 25°C or 37°C. The viscoelastic moduli versus shear stress and angular 

frequency were registered.  

Injection force analysis: The injectability of the materials was analyzed using a mechanical 

tester (Instron Model 5542) equipped with a 100 N load cell, using a 3 mL Luer Lock syringe 
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with a 23 G needle (BD Precision Glide 23 G x 1 in Thin Wall M, with L = 38 mm, ID = 0.34 

mm) or a catheter (5-French, length ~ 70 cm, 5F-Beacon Tip Torcon NB Advantage Catheter, 

Cook Medical). The Flow rate ~ 2 mL min
-1

 (injection rate ~ 33.96 mm min
-1

). 

Results and discussion 

To understand the behavior of STB in physiological media, first, the rheological properties of its 

components, Laponite and gelatin, were studied. In the dry state, Laponite XLG-XR exists in 

microscale tactoids (10−100 µm, Na
+
-mediated stacked layers of silicate) (Scheme 1).

39
 The 

negative charge on Laponite surfaces is originated from the partial substitution of Mg
2+

 with Li
+
 

ions, and the positively-charged edges of Laponite predominantly contain magnesium hydroxide 

(MgOH).
40

 When Laponite powder is dispersed in water, the tactoids are hydrated through Na
+
 

dissociation, rendering a permanent negative charge to the particle surfaces, resulting in the 

exfoliation of stacked structures into individual particles (Scheme 1).
39

 The key mechanism 

regulating the exfoliation process of Laponite is Na
+ 

adsorption/desorption from the tactoids 

during hydration, which is affected by the addition of salts to the solutions, as well as pH 

variations. When Laponite nanodiscs are not fully exfoliated due to the presence of ions, they 

tend to form clusters of stacked discs with dimensions >100 nm (Scheme 1).
41

  

The formation of stable gels depends on the solid concentration and incubation time. Dispersed 

Laponite ≥ 3 % w/v forms a physical gel within several minutes as a result of the self-assembly 

of exfoliated nanodiscs into a “house-of-cards” structure through face-to-edge attractions 

(Scheme 1).
42

 We realized that Laponite (3 wt%) formed a gel after 16 h incubation in Milli-Q 

water at room temperature. At a lower nanoclay concentration (≤ 3% w/v), the process of gel 

formation is significantly slow. Earlier studies have reported that << 1 wt% Laponite may form a 

gel after several months.
43
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Scheme 1. Schematic of a single Laponite disc, tactoids, aggregates, clusters, and possible 

structural evolution in an aqueous medium, namely exfoliation through which a stable gel may 

be obtained by forming a “house-of-cards” structure. 

 

Dynamics of self-assembly in Laponite-gelatin STBs 

Figure 1 presents the ζ-potential and equivalent hydrodynamic size of colloidal particles in 

Laponite and Laponite-gelatin dispersions. Laponite attains a net negative charge (ζ-potential ~ -

40 mV) upon dispersion in Milli-Q water, as a result of Na
+
 dissociation (Figure 1). Despite the 

net negative charge of Laponite particles, increasing its concentration beyond 3 wt% results in 

the formation of colloidal gels, reflected in the hydrodynamic size increase from ~ 55 nm (fully 

exfoliated nanoplatelets) to ~ 400 nm (house-of-cards network) after only 4 h (Figure 1a). After 

mixing Laponite with a low concentration (0.01%) gelatin solution in water, the size and ζ-

potential do not change significantly, possibly due to the low gelatin-to-Laponite ratio (e.g., 

1:100) as well as the net negative charge of gelatin type A at the equilibrium pH (~ 10) of 

Laponite dispersions (Figure 1a-d). Importantly, the hydrodynamic size increased by increasing 

the gelatin content (e.g., 0.1%, Figure 1c) and Laponite concentration (2%, Figure S1). When 

[gelatin]/[Laponite] ~ 0.01, the hydrodynamic size of colloidal particles is similar to individual 

laponite particles, because gelatin is not able to induce colloidal aggregation. Increasing gelatin 
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concentration ([gelatin]/[Laponite] ~ 0.1) results in a 3-fold increase in the colloidal size, which 

may be attributed to the formation of intercalated Laponite-gelatin particles. Note that the 

hydrodynamic size does not change within 16 h, possibly due to the stability of colloidal clusters 

with ζ-potential ~ -40 mV. Addition of Laponite to gelatin solutions, prepared in PBS or the 

medium, increases the hydrodynamic size by several orders of magnitude, attesting to the 

formation of large aggregates (Figure 1). Images of Laponite, gelatin, and Laponite-gelatin 

biomaterials at various concentrations, prepared in different media are presented in Figures S2 

and S3.  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 
(c) 

 

(d) 

 
(e) 

 

(f) 
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Figure 1. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) and electrokinetic analyses of Laponite (LP) 

dispersions and Laponite-gelatin (LP-G) nanocomposites: hydrodynamic size (a) and ζ-potential 

(b) of Laponite, hydrodynamic size (c,e) and ζ-potential (d,f) of Laponite-gelatin nanocomposites 

prepared in water or PBS. Schemes in the inset of panel a show the dynamics of Laponite-

Laponite interactions. Schemes in the inset of panels c and e show the formation of 

intercalated/exfoliated (in water, c) or aggregated/tactoid-like (in PBS, e) Laponite-polymer 

nanocomposites.  

 

Rheological properties of Laponite and gelatin 

Fully exfoliated Laponite results in the formation of a transparent colloidal gel. Figure 2 

presents the rheological properties of Laponite dispersions/gels, including the viscoelastic 

moduli versus angular frequency at room temperature. Note that we use the term “gel”, instead 

of “glass”, for Laponite dispersions with storage modulus G’ > loss modulus G’’. At room 

temperature, a low Laponite concentration (2 wt%) results in a weak gel with G’’ ~ G’ within a 

wide range of angular frequency (ω ~ 0.1−1000 rad s
-1

). Increasing the Laponite concentration to 

3 wt% and 6 wt% increases the storage and loss moduli by more than 2 and 3 orders of 

magnitude, respectively. Loss moduli decrease by increasing the oscillatory frequency for 

Laponite gels (3% and 6%), attesting to a decreasing trend of dynamic viscosity (η’ = G’’/ω), a 

typical behavior of a shear-thinning material (besides the reduction of shear viscosity versus 

shear rate), originating from reversible electrostatic Laponite-Laponite binding. By increasing 

the temperature to 37°C, storage and loss moduli of Laponite gels (3 and 6 wt%) slightly 

increase, showing an enhanced network formation (Figure S4, Supporting Information), which 

is in agreement with the literature.
44,45

 Similarly, gelatin, a heat-sensitive biopolymer has 

concentration- and temperature- dependent rheological properties. At room temperature (Figure 

2), when the frequency increases from 1 to 100 Hz (100 times), the loss modulus G’’ of gelatin 

solutions (3 wt%) increases ~ 10 times, showing that dynamic viscosity decreases by increasing 

ω. Increasing temperature to the physiological level (Figure S5, Supporting Information), 

storage and loss moduli decrease ~ 100 times, because gelatin, a thermosensitive biopolymer, 

undergoes gel-to-sol transition. 
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Laponite, T=25°C 
(a) 

 

(b) 

 
Gelatin 3%, T=25°C 

(c) 

 

(d) 

 
Figure 2. Rheological properties of the shear-thinning biomaterial (STB) components, 

obtained from frequency sweeps. Storage (a) and loss (b) moduli of Laponite dispersions/gels, 

prepared in Milli-Q water. Increasing Laponite concentration increases the viscoelastic 

moduli. Storage (c) and loss (d) moduli of gelatin solutions at T = 25°C, prepared in Milli-Q 

water, PBS, and DMEM.  

 

Effect of monovalent and divalent ions on Laponite-gelatin STBs 

Among the constituents of physiological media, sodium chloride (NaCl) and calcium chloride 

(CaCl2) hold the highest concentrations. PBS, mimicking the osmolarity, ion concentration, and 

pH of body fluids comprises 137 mM NaCl, which is more than 90% of its total ion 

concentration. Cell culture media, such as DMEM (Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium), one 

of the most common media, contain ~110 mM NaCl and 1.8 mM CaCl2. Accordingly, NaCl and 

CaCl2 may be considered as representative monovalent and divalent ion sources in physiological 

media, respectively. Note that other dominant sources of monovalent and divalent ions in PBS 
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and DMEM are potassium chloride KCl (2.7 mM in PBS and 5.3 mM in DMEM), sodium 

bicarbonate NaHCO3 (~ 44 mM in DMEM), disodium phosphate Na2HPO4 (10 mM in PBS), and 

magnesium sulfate MgSO4 (~0.8 mM in DMEM). Here, we study the effect of NaCl and CaCl2 

concentrations on the rheological properties of STB, made up of Laponite and gelatin.   

Figures 3a-c present the storage and loss moduli versus oscillatory stress of STBs (6% Laponite-

1% gelatin) prepared in Milli-Q water and 100 mM or 1000 mM of sodium chloride. In Milli-Q 

water ([NaCl] = 0 mM), the STB remains in the linear viscoelastic region (LVR) up to stress ~ 

160 Pa. In this region, the material deformation (strain) is linearly correlated to the oscillatory 

shear. When the stress exceeds 160 Pa, the viscoelastic moduli start to decrease, as a result of the 

structural breakdown of STBs. In this region, material deformation is significant compared to the 

LVR, and the material starts to yield, meaning that it loses its structural integrity. The stress 

associated with the onset of structural breakdown may be considered as the yield stress.
46

 The 

region between the yield point until reaching the fluid-like behavior (G’ < G’’) is called the yield 

zone. When STB is prepared in the NaCl solutions, the onset of structural breakdown shifts to a 

lower stress, meaning that the material becomes more susceptible to stress. The higher the NaCl 

concentration, the easier the STB undergoes structural breakdown; therefore, the yield zone 

occurs under a low stress.  

Figure 3d compares the storage modulus of STBs versus oscillatory stress. When STB is 

prepared by mixing the exfoliated Laponite in Milli-Q water with gelatin in NaCl solutions, the 

storage moduli increases by increasing NaCl concentration up to 1000 mM. This may be 

attributed to the formation of intercalated Laponite-gelatin aggregates; however, the 

susceptibility of STB to stress increases. The increase in the viscoelastic moduli due to the 

aggregate formation has been reported in the literature for other colloidal systems, such as 

nanocellulose dispersions.
47

 Up to ~ 10 mM NaCl, the storage modulus of STB does not 

significantly change when the stress increases from 1 to ~160 Pa, showing that the hydrogel may 

tolerate a high stress while holding its structural integrity. We call this STB a high-quality 

material for minimally-invasive procedures (e.g., injection), because it does not undergo 

irreversible phase separation when it is exposed to a high stress, for example during 

centrifugation (Figure 3e). When the ionic strength increases beyond 100 mM, the storage 

modulus starts decreasing at a relatively lower stress, and in an extreme case such as 
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centrifugation, the biphasic water-Laponite/gelatin, a liquid-solid coacervate, is formed (Figure 

3e). Coacervates may hold promise for a range of applications; however, we call this STB a low-

quality STB, because it undergoes phase separation and loses its reversible shear-thinning 

properties under a high stress.  

The storage moduli of STBs, prepared at various NaCl concentrations, versus oscillatory 

frequency under an oscillatory stress ~ 10 Pa are presented in Figure 3f. Increasing the 

monovalent salt concentration increases the storage modulus. At such a low stress, STB resists 

the oscillatory frequency within 0.1 to 100 Hz, meaning that G’ does not decrease; however, 

when it is injected through a needle (23 G, Figure 3g), heterogeneities become evident from the 

injection forces. In the absence of NaCl, STB may be injected smoothly with no significant 

fluctuations in the injection force plateau; whereas, even at a low NaCl concentration (e.g., 10 

mM), severe fluctuations in the injection force are observed. Note that such heterogeneities may 

not be detected through typical oscillatory rheology.  

Monovalent ions, such as Na
+
, are able to screen the diffuse double layer of Laponite particles, 

which in turn decrease the long-range intra-particle (face-face) electrostatic repulsion, resulting 

in the formation of aggregates, mediate by the van der Waals attraction force. For colloidal 

particles dispersed in a solution of monovalent ions (1-1 electrolyte), the diffuse double layer 

thickness δ is proportional to the reciprocal square root of ion concentration (δ = (εkBT / 

(e
2
Σzi

2
ni))

1/2
), where ε is the solvent permittivity, kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T denotes the 

absolute temperature, e is the proton charge, and zi and ni denote the ion charge and bulk 

concentration, respectively.
48

  At 10 mM NaCl, δ ~ 3 nm, which decreases to ~ 0.3 nm at 1000 

mM. Divalent ions, such as calcium ions (Ca
2+

), besides a more significant charge screening 

effect (e.g., δ ~ 1.9 nm and 0.6 nm at 10 mM and 100 mM, respectively), may act as bridging 

ions, connecting two Laponites to each other from their negatively-charged faces. The bridging 

effect of Ca
2+

 results in the formation of aggregates at relatively lower concentrations than a 

monovalent ion, such as Na
+
. Such an effect has been reported for several colloidal and 

polymeric systems, such as nanocelluloses.
49

 The storage modulus of STB, prepared at different 

Ca
2+

 concentrations, versus oscillatory stress is presented in Figure 3h. At low ion 

concentrations (≤10 mM), the storage modulus increases, similar to the STB behavior with Na
+
. 

The increase in G’, however, is noticeably higher when STB is prepared in Ca
2+

 instead of Na
+
. 
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When the Ca
2+

 concentration increases to 100 mM, G’ significantly decreases, possibly as a 

result of phase separation during STB preparation (e.g., vortexing). The effect of salts on the 

yield stress is presented in Figure 3i. The yield stress decreases by increasing the salt 

concentration, regardless of the type of salt. Interestingly, the reduction in the yield stress is more 

significant when divalent ions are present during STB preparation. For example, at only 10 mM 

salt, the yield stress of STB does not change with Na
+
, whereas, Ca

2+
 decreases it by ~ 600%. 

This may be explained by the bridging effect of divalent ions on the colloidal stability of 

Laponite particles. 

Effect of PBS and cell culture medium (DMEM) on Laponite-gelatin STBs 

To prepare cell-laden STBs, exfoliated Laponite gels are typically required to be added to a 

gelatin solution containing cells, which must, inevitably, comprise PBS or a cell culture medium. 

In the absence of ions, the electrostatic attraction of Laponite surface (bearing negative charges) 

and the rim (bearing positive charges) with the positively- (primary amines, -NH2) and 

negatively- (carboxylic acid, -COOH) charged functional groups of gelatin, respectively, 

promotes physical, reversible crosslinking, forming shear-thinning hydrogels with concentration 

dependent properties. Figure 4 presents the rheological properties of Laponite (6%)-gelatin (1%) 

hydrogels at room temperature, prepared by mixing fully exfoliated Laponite in Milli-Q water 

with gelatin solutions in Milli-Q water, PBS, or DMEM. When hydrogels are prepared in Milli-

Q water, the storage and loss moduli (Figure 4) are significantly lower than hydrogels prepared 

in PBS or DMEM. For example, the Laponite (6%)-gelatin (1%) hydrogel prepared in PBS and 

DMEM at room temperature has a storage modulus in the order of 10 kPa and a loss modulus in 

the order of 1 kPa, respectively; whereas, G’ ~ order of 1 kPa and G’’ ~ order of 0.1 kPa in 

Milli-Q water (Figure 4, ω ~ 10 rad s
-1

). This is in accordance with the effect of monovalent and 

divalent ions on the STB. Separation of the liquid phase from the STB when it is prepared in 

PBS or DMEM (Figure 4c) upon exposure to a high stress (e.g., centrifugation or injection) 

results in the formation of solid-rich coacervates. The phase separation is a result of ion-induced 

aggregation of intercalated Laponite-gelatin particles, yielding a heterogeneous hydrogel 

compared to the uniform gel obtained in the absence of ions. Note that all the frequency sweep 

experiments are conducted within the linear viscoelasticity region of the STBs.  
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We also investigate the effect of ions on the various compositions of STB. Figure 5 presents the 

storage and loss moduli of STBs prepared in Milli-Q water, PBS, and DMEM, involving various 

laponite/gelatin ratios. When the concentration of Laponite ~ 2 % and gelatin ~ 1%, the STB is 

liquid-like (G’ ~ G’’), and upon the addition of PBS or DMEM, the precipitation of solid phase 

results in a decrease in storage and loss moduli. Increasing Laponite and gelatin concentrations 

results in G’ > G’’ in which case STB behavior in PBS and DMEM follows a similar trend as in 

the presence of monovalent and divalent ions: compared to Milli-Q water, the storage and loss 

moduli of STBs are higher when they are prepared in the presence of the ions (Figure 5). This 

may be a result of aggregate formation due to the high content of ions in the gelatin solutions 

prepared in PBS and the cell culture medium. Note that at a low oscillatory stress (~ 10 Pa) the 

shear-thinning behavior is maintained.  

In the absence of ions, in all formulations, when [Laponite]/[gelatin] > 1, the viscoelastic moduli 

of the nanocomposite gels increase with increasing Laponite or gelatin concentrations (Figure 

5). Interestingly, in PBS and DMEM, increasing the gelatin content of nanocomposites increases 

the storage and loss moduli regardless of Laponite concentration. When [Laponite]/[gelatin] ~ 1 

(Figure 5), the nanocomposites form weaker gels (lower storage modulus) than 

[Laponite]/[gelatin] > 1. The loss moduli follow a similar trend wherein a higher solid content 

results in a higher G’’. This behavior may be attributed to the inhibition of polymer-nanoclay 

interactions as a result of gelatin-mediated steric stabilization of Laponite. Excessive gelatin 

adsorbs on the Laponite surface, providing an excluded volume around the nanodiscs, weakening 

the nanocomposites due to the impaired electrostatic attraction. It has previously been reported 

that the optimum binding of gelatin-Laponite occurs at the ratio ~ 0.36.
50

  

Note that, at low Laponite concentrations (≤ 2 wt%, Figures S6 and S7), the viscoelastic 

properties of the nanocomposites are dominated by gelatin. For example, storage and loss moduli 

of Laponite (2 wt%)-gelatin (3 wt%) are similar to those of gelatin (Figure S5). However, by 

increasing the Laponite concentration, the contribution of nanodiscs to the viscoelasticity of 

hydrogels becomes more pronounced (Figure 5). With increasing the gelatin content (Figure 5), 

an increase in the storage (G’) and loss moduli (G’’) of the hydrogels was observed for a wide 

range of angular frequency (0.1−1000 rad s
-1

). For example, at Laponite concentration ~ 6%, 

with an increase in gelatin content from 1 wt% to 3 wt%, a significant increase in G’, from 4.6 to 
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17.2 kPa, and in G’’, from 0.2 to 2.7 kPa were observed (Figure 5). Accordingly, besides the 

ionic strength, the viscoelastic properties of nanocomposites, prepared in any media, are directly 

affected by the ratio of Laponite to gelatin.  

 

 

[NaCl] = 0 mM

 

[NaCl] = 100 mM  [NaCl] = 1000 mM

 

  
After centrifugation 

 
  

  

(f) (g) 

(h) (i) 

(a) (c) (b) 

(d) (e) 
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Figure 3. Effect of monovalent and divalent ions on the rheological properties of STB 

(Laponite 6%, gelatin 1%). Effect of sodium chloride concentration on the storage and loss 

moduli of STB at [NaCl] = 0 mM (a), 100 mM (b), and 1000 mM (c), showing that the higher 

the Na
+
 concentration, the lower stress is required for the STB to undergo structural 

breakdown and, eventually, yield. Comparison of storage moduli G’ versus oscillatory stress 

for STBs prepared in Milli-Q water, and in 10-1000 mM NaCl (d). Images of STBs prepared at 

different concentrations of NaCl after centrifugation at 3000 rpm for 1 min. Coacervate 

formation is evident at [NaCl]≥100 mM (e). Storage modulus G’ versus oscillatory frequency 

for STBs prepared in Milli-Q water, and 10-1000 mM NaCl (f). Injection force of STBs 

through a 23 G needle, using a 3 mL syringe (g). Heterogeneity of STB is reflected in the force 

fluctuations at [NaCl]≥10 mM. Storage modulus G’ versus oscillatory stress for STBs 

prepared in Milli-Q water, and 0-100 mM CaCl2 (h). Yield stress versus NaCl and CaCl2 

concentrations (i).  
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Laponite 6%-Gelatin 1%, T=25°C  

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

 

(c) 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Viscoelastic moduli of Laponite (6%)-gelatin (1%) shear-thinning hydrogels prepared 

by mixing exfoliated Laponite with gelatin dissolved in Milli-Q water, PBS, and cell culture 

medium (DMEM) at 25°C. Storage (a) and loss moduli (b) versus angular frequency. When STB 

is prepared in Milli-Q water, a uniform gel is yielded; whereas, STB prepared in PBS or DMEM 

undergoes phase separation under a high stress, e.g., centrifugation or injection (c).    

 

Gelatin 1% 
(a) 

 

(b) 

 
Gelatin 3% 

(c) (d) 
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Figure 5. Effect of Laponite concentration on the rheological properties of Laponite-gelatin 

shear-thinning hydrogels prepared by mixing exfoliated Laponite with gelatin (1%, a,b, and 3%, 

c,d) dissolved in Milli-Q water, PBS, and cell culture medium (DMEM) at 25°C. Storage moduli 

(a,c), and loss moduli (b,d) at ω ~ 10 rad s
-1

 show that when G’>G’’, STBs prepared in PBS or 

DMEM attain a higher viscoelastic moduli than those prepared in Milli-Q water, possibly due to 

the formation of, often visually unrecognizable, micro-scale Laponite-gelatin aggregates. These 

STBs readily phase separate under a high stress, e.g., upon injection through needles or 

standard catheters for minimally-invasive procedures, increasing the risk of blockage and 

consequent health complications. Note that when G’ < G’’, adding ions to the STBs, decrease 

the viscoelasticity as a result of solid precipitation.  

 

As discussed earlier, a facile method to investigate the homogeneity of STBs is to measure their 

injectability through needles or catheters, an essential property for minimally invasive 

applications. Heterogeneity may result in stress-mediated phase separation, leading to 

complications such as blockade during medical procedures. The injection force of the STBs 

prepared in different media were measured using a clinical catheter (5F, Shepherd Hook, SOFT-

Vu). The shear-thinning property of nanocomposites results in an initial resistance against the 

shear, reflected in an increase in the injection force, followed by a plateau. The injection force 

for Laponite (6%, Figure S8) F ~ 10.9 N, which decreases by decreasing nanoparticle 

concentration (e.g., F ~ 4.5 N for 3% Laponite). Figure 6 presents the injection force of various 

STB compositions (Laponite ~ 3% and 6%, gelatin ~ 1% and 3%), prepared in Milli-Q water, 

PBS, and DMEM. The injection force for the Laponite-gelatin nanocomposites, prepared in 
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water, displays a similar trend to the viscoelastic moduli (e.g., Figure 5): composites with a 

higher solid content require higher injection forces.  

The homogeneity of nanocomposites results in a smooth injection force plateau (Figure 6, 

hydrogels prepared in water); whereas, the heterogenous structure of nanocomposites prepared in 

high ionic strengths is reflected in severe force fluctuations (Figure 6). In an extreme case, the 

phase separation results in a large injection force plateau for the compact nanocomposites, or an 

extremely low injection force due to the drainage of solvent. Note that Laponite 6%-gelatin 3% 

gels prepared in PBS or DMEM were not injectable through the catheter, where a blockage 

occurred immediately as a result of heterogeneity and large aggregate formation. For the 

biomaterials prepared in PBS, only Laponite 6%-gelatin 1% showed an optimal injection force 

(F ~ 34.4 N, Figure 6). However, even though the injection force of Laponite 6%-gelatin 1% 

prepared in PBS displays a smooth trend, corresponding to a macroscopically homogenous 

material, the heterogeneous nature of the composite was revealed by injecting it through a 23 G 

needle (Figure 3). The heterogeneity of Laponite 3%-gelatin 3% prepared in PBS is evident in 

the injection force plateau fluctuations in Figure 6.  

Movies S1 and S2 show the injection of STBs, prepared in water, PBS, or DMEM, through a 

needle. A smooth and easily-injectable material was obtained when water was the only solvent; 

however, for the materials prepared in PBS or DMEM, first, a liquid phase exists the needle after 

which the solid-like material is injected, confirming the coacervate formation, heterogeneity, and 

phase separation of the nanoclay-based hydrogels (See also Figure S2).  

 

(a) Laponite 6%-Gelatin 1% 

 

(b) Laponite 3%-Gelatin 1% 

 
(c) Laponite 6%-Gelatin 3% (d) Laponite 3%-Gelatin 3% 
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Figure 6. Dynamics of injection force through a 5F catheter for various compositions of 

Laponite-gelatin shear-thinning hydrogels prepared in different media. The shear-thinning 

properties of hydrogels results in an increase in force upon injection, reaching a plateau. When 

the hydrogels are prepared in water, the plateau is smooth, attesting to the material 

homogeneity; whereas, hydrogels prepared in PBS or DMEM undergo phase separation, 

resulting in fluctuations in the injection force plateau due to heterogeneity. Note that in case of 

phase separation, extremely high or low injection forces as a result of aggregate formation or 

solvent drainage may be observed. Note that in panel c, the hydrogels prepared in PBS or 

DMEM were not injectable.  

  

Conclusions 

Nanoclay-polymer nanocomposites are promising biomaterials for a broad range of biomedical 

applications, such as tissue engineering and therapeutic delivery. Colloidal aspects of nanoclays 

(Laponite), bearing a heterogeneous charge distribution, impart unique rheological properties to 

nanoclay-based shear-thinning biomaterials (STB), wherein a polyampholyte macromolecule, 

e.g., gelatin, forms a reversible shear-responsive network. To understand the properties of STBs 

prepared in physiological media, we systematically investigated the viscoelastic properties of 

Laponite-gelatin nanocomposite hydrogels prepared in NaCl, CaCl2, PBS, and a cell culture 

medium (DMEM). Despite the apparent increase in the storage and loss moduli of STBs, 

prepared in the presence of monovalent and divalent ions, the formation of, often visually 

unnoticeable, nanoclay-polymer clusters, strongly deteriorate the recovery of network under 

stress, decreasing the resistance against elastic deformation and the yield stress. Ion-mediated 

coacervate formation and phase separation of STBs under shear result in impaired injectability, 

which may endanger patients’ lives, particularly during minimally-invasive procedures. This 

work sheds light on the role of media in regulating complex interactions between the nanoclay 

and polymers for developing homogeneous shear-thinning biomaterials, providing fundamental 
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understanding of nanoclay-polymer interactions, which may pave the way for designing and 

preparing robust STBs.  
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